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	Title: Indulge a Passion: Grow a Chocolate Garden
	Author: by Dorothy M. Downing, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Chocolate. Just say the word and our mouths start watering. Nothing beats a good piece of chocolate. It’s rich, smooth, and creamy and makes us feel good. If you love chocolate, you should consider planting a Chocolate Garden. Chocolate. Plants. Put them together and you've got one of the hottest trends in gardening. Indulge in a passion for chocolate but without the calories! Gardens with a chocolate theme can tantalize us with rich brown colors and enticing aromas. A Chocolate Garden contains plants that have a connection to chocolate. Some are sweetly scented; others can have darkly colored leaves or produce flowers in shades of vermillion, burgundy and deep caramel. I had the delicious pleasure to stroll through a Chocolate Garden recently. There was a distinct odor of cocoa in the air. Bees buzzed around a delightful little clump of plants with yellow daisy-like flowers, planted along the walkway where you’d be sure to notice them. The petals had striking red stripes on the underside and chocolate colored stamens. Called Chocolate Flower (Berlandiera lyrata), it wins the award for the best chocolate smell of all. A night bloomer, the flowers release their cocoa scents in the morning and drop their yellow petals each day. This Southwest native is very hardy and drought tolerant and it attracts butterflies and beneficial insects. The seed heads are attractive in dried arrangements. A butterfly flitted by and landed on the velvety deep crimson petals of Chocolate Cosmos. A North American native, Chocolate Cosmos is both eye and nose candy. When it's in full bloom, mature blossoms on long, slender stems look like candy kisses on a stick and fill the late afternoon with the sweet scent of vanilla tinged chocolate. New blossoms nearly conceal the foliage of the chocolate cosmos plant from June through September. Although Chocolate Cosmos (Cosmos atrosanguinea) is endangered in the wild, transplants can be found at many nurseries and garden centers in the spring, as well as on the Internet. My friend pointed out the Native American White Snakeroot (Eupatorium rugosum) 'Chocolate'. It is a very attractive perennial with dark bronzy-brown leaves and in autumn it has a display of fuzzy white flower clusters. The plant is named for the color on its leaves rather than for any chocolate odor. It is useful in shady situations and will even tolerate dry shade under deciduous trees once plants are established. This plant attracts butterflies, but not deer or rabbits because it is poisonous. On the fence at the back of the garden was an Akebia quinata, also known as the Chocolate Vine or Fiveleaf Akebia. The Chocolate Vine is a deciduous to semi-evergreen twining vine with a spicy chocolate vanilla scent. Dark dense green foliage nearly obscured the small flowers which are charming star-like purple-brown blooms. I probably wouldn’t have seen them if my friend hadn’t pointed them out. My friend warned me that Akebia is potentially invasive if it is not pruned annually.
	Page 2: After the short garden tour, my friend and I sat on her patio enjoying a tall glass of iced tea, spiced with Chocolate Mint (Mentha piperita) that we picked from her garden, and a slice of homemade Chocolate Mint Banana Bread. A breeze brought a wisp of vanilla- chocolate my direction. My attention was directed towards a plant covered with thick, leathery, deep green, glossy, palm-sized leaves. She identified the plant as Hoya australis. The plant had huge clusters of waxy-white flowers with red centers and a heavenly vanilla-chocolate fragrance. This free-flowering plant is especially gorgeous in winter and spring.  If you have the space, this is a must-grow plant!  This spectacular plant is easy to grow but it is frost sensitive, so you will need to move it into the house for winter.And here’s a plant for the windowsill in the house, perfect for the chocolate-loving dieters: an orchid with a profusion of exquisite small brick red blossoms with the irresistible aroma of chocolate! The Oncidium orchid “Sharry Baby” is one of the easier orchids to grow so you can be bold and go for it!  It is one of the most chocolate scented plants and blooms several times during the year.When you are planning your Chocolate Garden, you may find that the term chocolate may refer more to the color of a plant than the scent of the plant. Many of the plants in the Chocolate Garden I visited have dark, chocolaty foliage. Be sure to research each plant’s cultural requirements such as sun and water to ensure success in the site where you want it to grow. 
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